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Advice Notes: 

The Overall Score can be used as a measure for reassessment.
The score will decrease as weak links are retrained.


Weak links are denoted by coloured dots on the blue man
diagram on the following pages. These are detailed in the lists
below the diagrams in terms of site, direction and threshold of
uncontrolled movement.


Additional Markers are then listed on page 5 if present and
include movement restrictions.


The Movement & Performance Screen will identify High Risk
Areas with Red dots, Low Risk Areas with Amber dots and
Assets with Green dots.


High Risk Areas should be managed as a high priority, Low Risk
Areas can be managed later and regions that are listed as
Assets do not demonstrate weak links in the The Movement &
Performance Screen and training can be fast tracked into
function.


Low threshold weak links are timing and co-ordination problems
and are best retrained with motor control strategies.  High
threshold weak links are strength and speed deficiencies and
are best retrained with loaded resistance and speed training
strategies.

Existing Pain Markers: 
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Threshold: Low
If the client presents with Low
Threshold weak links, retraining
must focus on motor control
strategies.

The red green and amber dots on the diagram above represent the regions and are not specific to right or left sides. Problem sites, in
respect to right and left, are detailed in the list of high risk areas, low risk areas and assets.

High Risk Areas
High Risk: Fix now

Shoulder - Hitch (Left - Right)
Shoulder - Tilt (Left)
Shoulder - Winging (Left - Right)
Upper Back - Rotation (Left)
Low Back / Pelvis - Flexion 
Low Back / Pelvis - Rotation (Left -
Right)
Foot - Inversion (Left - Right)
Foot - Pronation (Left - Right)

Low Risk Areas
Low Risk: Training proceed with caution

Shoulder - Forward glide (Left - Right)

Assets
Asset: Accelerate Training

Hip
Lower Leg



Threshold: High
If the client presents with High
Threshold weak links, retraining
must focus on strengthening and
speed training strategies.

The red green and amber dots on the diagram above represent the regions and are not specific to right or left sides. Problem sites, in
respect to right and left, are detailed in the list of high risk areas, low risk areas and assets.

High Risk Areas
High Risk: Fix now

Shoulder - Forward glide (Left - Right)
Shoulder - Hitch (Left)
Shoulder - Winging (Left - Right)
Upper Back - Rotation (Left - Right)
Foot - Pronation (Left - Right)

Low Risk Areas
Low Risk: Training proceed with caution

Hip - Flexion (Left - Right)
Hip - Rotation  medial (Left - Right)

Assets
Asset: Accelerate Training

Low Back / Pelvis
Lower Leg


